
Chapter 4
Making Music Yesterday and Today

___________________________________________________________________

(1) E, 7-12 
Pages 46-48
Charting Our Musical Lives

In Bulgaria, lifestyles, including musical lives, were tied to the cycle of seasons, and
songs and instrumental music varied with the patterns of work to be done and seasons
in which to do it.  Is there any evidence in your culture of life, art, and music that is
associated with the cycle of seasons?  (Are weddings seasonal?  What about family
reunions? Spring graduation parties? Summer picnics?)  Individually, chart your
cycle of music-making and music-listening, and consider carefully how the seasons
stimulate this activity.  Compare your musical chart to those of classmates and
colleagues.
___________________________________________________________________

(2) E, 7-12 
Pages 46-48, 55
Learning from the Elders

 In the years up until World War II, Bulgaria consisted of farming communities where
people’s social and musical lives were structured around the seasonal, agricultural,
and religious calendar.  Older people recall those times and their music, prior to the
era of modernization, urbanization, and now, even high-tech times.  Talk with people
of 60 years or more who can share memories of life in their culture before World War
II, and who may recall their musical times.  What songs were popular then? For what
occasions was live music performed?  What instruments were played? Who played?
Sang? Danced? How was World War II a division of older and newer layers of
society?  How has society changed since World War II, and the music with it?  This
project may be short- or long-term, and is easily evolved into a major paper.
____________________________________________________________________



(3) AA
CD Track 16
Christmas (Koleda) Song

1. Play selection.  Feel the meter of 5 in two quick but uneven units of 2+3.  Pat this
short-long rhythm, clap it, and tap it with the feet.

2. Discuss the Christmas tradition of singing from door to door in Bulgaria, and
compare it to the Christmas caroling tradition in terms of who sings? For whom?
What is given to the singers for their songs? (See text page 48.)

3. Using the transcription in Figure 4.2, sing the song.  Notice that there are two
groups, the second of which takes up on the last two beats and syllables of the first
group’s verse.  Sing in two groups, in that antiphonal manner. Also, see the end of
this manual for notation, which can be displayed as an overhead or copied for
distribution to students. 
__________________________________________________________________
(4) AA
CD Track 17
Carnival (Kukerovden), Gaida with bells

1. Play selection.  Listen for the steady pulse of the cowbells, which play alongside
the gaida’s melody.

2. Discuss the circumstances of the Bulgarian pre-Lenten reveling.  Draw parallels
between kukerovden, Carnival and Mardi Gras. Compare kukeroven, as coming
during the ancient agrarian activity of plowing and planting in early spring, to some
of the Asian new year celebrations (Chinese New Year, for example, in February, and
the Vietnamese Tet festivities; see text page 49-53).

3. Recall the pravo horo dance of CD Track 1, and dance it to this music of the kukeri
and bagpipe (up through 1’10”).
__________________________________________________________________



(4) AA
CD Track 18
Easter song (Velikden), by Todora Varimezova

1. Play selection.  Listen and follow the notation for the melody sung by the resonant
voice, unaccompanied.

2. Discuss the feast of Easter in the Christian religious calendar, and its coincidence
with spring and the coming of new life and re-birth.  The coloring of eggs, a long-
standing tradition among Slavic peoples which symbolizes the fresh and new, is
wrapped up in this Easter tradition.
3. Sing the song, following the transcription in Figure 4.4.  Sing the verse repeatedly,
and play it on available instruments such as violin, guitar, clarinet, and flute.
_________________________________________________________________
(5) AA
CD Track 19
Harvest song, Shop region

1. Play selection.  Listen for the colorful quality of the voices, and the cries at the
ends of phrases.  Compare it to the cadential “eee” endings of CD track 3. 

2. Find the tonic drone and sing along with it as the melody weaves its way around
and above it.  Sing it with energy, a good strong breath, and an aim to project the
sound to the back of the room—and beyond.

3. Imagine how a song like this might have developed out in the fields, with workers
calling to one another as they picked fruits and vegetables from the trees and plants
during harvest season.  These harvest songs are now heard on concert stages and in
cultural shows, as harvesting is no longer an activity that occupies the lives of very
many Bulgarians.
________________________________________________________________

(6) 7-12, C/U
Page 52-53
A Forum for Traditional Music

 The old-time gatherings in the village for celebrations of the feastday of a patron
saint, for example, were the scene of much music-making, eating and drinking.   The
bands played dance music for people to join together, holding hands, belts, or
shoulders so as to perform the horo (or dance).  Villagers expected to hear their
favorite local instruments, including gaida, kaval, tûpan, and gŭdulka, and to
anticipate familiar melodies of four measures in length, usually played twice before
moving on to another.  The form, AA  BB  CC  DD (and so on), became standard.  As
suggested in Activity 4.5, listen to CD tracks 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 15 to hear the
repeated phrases of this village dance form.
________________________________________________________________



(7) AA
CD Track 20
Ganka na Reka Peryashe (Sedenkarska Pesen) 

1. Play selection.  Notice the way in which one choir of voices sings, and is followed
antiphonally by a second choir; the two choirs alternate turns.

 2. Hum the melody softy along with the singers.  Notice the small range of the
melody, the strength of the voices, and the way in which one syllable will frequently
be sung to two (or more) pitches.

3. Sing the melody in two choirs with the help of the transcription in Figure 4.5.  As
the first choir enters the last measure, singing the “le” of “Gankele”, the second choir
begins.  Sing just that verse several times, getting the antiphonal feel of it.  Also, see
manual end for overhead for display or distribution.
    
4. While singing, dance the pravo horo (see instructions above, for CD track 1).

5. Consider the situation in which this song was song.  Sedyanka songs (sedenkarski
pseni) are indoor songs sung by women and girls in the colder seasons of autumn and
winter.  While engaged in sewing, weaving, and preparing their trousseaux of
wedding clothes, they would sing of the boys and men they knew, the prospects for
marriage, and life in the family of the husband-to-be (with a mother-in-law as
“director” of their activities!). Ask: “Are you aware of any similar tradition in your
own culture, in which music is shared by women and girls only?”
_________________________________________________________________
(8) C/U
Page 55
Old Music in a New Century

 In a class group, discuss the question, “Why are these traditional forms (of music)
still performed at the beginning of the 21st century?”  Despite the societal changes,
the seasonal songs, village dances, and wedding music live on.  Note the points
within the text concerning (a) the late arrival of modernization to Bulgaria, (b)
government support of traditional music and dance, and (c) music as continuing to
hold an important place at social gatherings.


